
Chapter 52:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
BLACK STEEL
Lu Yuan took the opportunity to get up and stepped back, watching the black
stone man vigilantly from a distance, while taking out a drop of moon stone

essence and taking it down.

The gentle power of the Moonstone Essence wandered through Lu Yuan's body,
and the healing power began to heal Lu Yuan's abdomen and chest.

His abdomen and chest became warm, the original sharp pain slowly

disappeared.

The black stone man rushed over again.

Lu Yuan's face was condensed, and while struggling to resist the storm-like
attack of the black stone man, he backed away.

He felt a little grateful.

Fortunately, before accepting the genius trial, he had a tremendous

improvement.

If his strength is still the same as before, then in the first wave of attacks just

now, he may have been taken away directly by a wave.

But even if he has improved so much now, the power and speed of this black

stone man is still much stronger than him.

is not only physically strong, even Lu Yuan is inferior to his fighting ability.

Facing the powerful offensive of the black stone men, Lu Yuan could only

barely resist.

Fortunately, he has other cards.
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Lu Yuan resisted a heavy punch from the black stone man, and his body

retreated violently.

Before the black stone man could catch up, a bottle of black potion appeared

in Lu Yuan's hand.

Excellent defense augmentation potion.

After drinking the good defense potion, Lu Yuan took out the speed boosting

potion again, and drank the power boosting potion.

are all high-quality potions!

He drank the potion bottle by bottle, and suddenly powerful spiritual power

surged in Lu Yuan's body.

The efficacy of the medicine has worked, and his various aspects have been

continuously improved, which has increased by more than 30%.

This lifting effect caused Lu Yuan to frown slightly.

Originally a good potion could increase by about 50%, but I didn't expect it
could only increase by more than 30% now.

This is probably also because Lu Yuan's current strength itself is somewhat

strong, and it seems that the improvement rate has become smaller.

However, even if it improves by more than 30%, it is almost enough.

Lu Yuan grinned as he looked at the black stone man who rushed up again.

This time, I think you can stop it? !

He turned back and rushed forward, and the heavy sword cut out with a more

powerful and fierce aura than before.

Hu! !

Jianguang quickly approached the neck of the black stone man.



"Roar!!"

The black stone man roared and punched hard.

锵! !

The symphony of gold and iron sounded.

Lu Yuan and the black stone man stepped back at the same time.

Lu Yuan waved the epee, shocked.

I didn't expect to use the potion, but it was just as good as the black stone

man.

No wonder the black stone man almost crushed him before.

Is this the difficulty of the genius trial?

The black stone man seemed to have no emotions. After being repelled by Lu

Yuan, he roared and turned into a black afterimage and charged towards Lu

Yuan again.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath and greeted him.

The two clashed constantly on the gray earth, and the sound of gold and iron

cried constantly on the open earth.

More than ten minutes later, Lu Yuan gasped slightly, and once again took out

a spiritual crystal to absorb it, replenishing the almost exhausted spiritual

power.

There were gaps in the epee in his hand.

The defense of this black stone man is too strong, even an elite-quality epee

can hardly be intact.

But at this moment, the black stone man also has many small cracks on his

body.



Especially his hands, because they constantly collide with the heavy sword,
they are covered with a lot of cracks.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed.

Although this guy is very strong, but he is not weak now, he can kill him!

At this moment, Lu Yuan's expression changed.

He felt that the effect of his medicine was gradually fading.

Has the potion effect ended?

Before the black stone man rushed back, he quickly took out a few bottles of

fine potions to use.

He felt distressed for a while.

In order to pass this level of trial, he used hundreds of thousands of potions!

Quick battle!

Lu Yuan rushed to the black stone man again.

The battle continued, and nearly ten minutes passed.

Lu Yuan’s epee wears more severely, and the hands of the black stone man

have been forcibly shattered by Lu Yuan.

His hands were shattered, and the black stone man held on for a while with his

superb legwork.

But in the end, Lu Yuan smashed his head.

Watching the black stone man fall to the ground, Lu Yuan took a breath and

wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth.

He glanced at the beetle claw epee that was full of gaps on the blade, and
couldn't help but toss at the corner of his mouth.



I didn't expect this battle to be so difficult.

Even after drinking the potion, he was still injured and the weapon was almost

destroyed.

Not only that, he also absorbed more than ten spirit crystals.

If it were not that his spiritual power would not be exhausted, even if he drank
a good potion, he would still be defeated.

"This genius trial is too difficult, right?"

Lu Yuan feels hit.

He thought he was a genius.

In the end, he came to the level 1 trial by cheating?

"Pass the genius level 1 trial, get rewards: 100 drops of moonstone essence,
physical skills: Heigangjin."

A hundred drops of moonstone essence appeared in the sky in front of Lu Yuan,
and a white crystal stone.

Lu Yuan was taken aback, showing a hint of astonishment.

Physiotherapy?

There are actually physical rewards?

Lu Yuan now has mastered two physical techniques.

are military fist and military sword.

These two physiques correspond to boxing skills and swordsmanship skills
respectively.

has greatly improved Lu Yuan's melee combat ability and swordsmanship.



Moreover, these two physical techniques are very helpful in controlling his

own power, allowing Lu Yuan to exert almost 100% of his body's power.

If an ordinary genetic warrior wants to master this kind of force technique, if
there is no systematic learning, it may take a long time.

It can be said that these two physical techniques are quite precious.

Even the Red Maple Empire will warn users to keep it tightly when it comes to
the gift, and not to spread it out.

I don’t know how is this black steel?

Lu Yuan took the white crystal with some curiosity.

The information about Hei Gangjin came to Lu Yuan's mind.

Black Steel Strength: Shiman civilization inheritance physical arts, only
Shiman geniuses are qualified to practice, by mastering each of their own

power groups to exert their strength, gaining power beyond the limits of their

own body.

is divided into four levels, the first level masters the body's core power group
and can exert force at the same time, which can increase the strength by 50%.

The second level is to master the core power group of the body and the large
power group and can exert force at the same time, which can double the

power.

The third level masters all the power groups in the body and can exert power
at the same time, which can double the power.

The fourth level, the whole body power group increases the power, which can

increase the power by four times.

Furthermore, cultivating Heigangjin is very helpful in mastering one's own
power.



If the physical body is not strong enough, forcibly using Heigangjin will cause

a very strong burden on the body and will cause oneself to be injured.

Lu Yuan received the message, his eyes widened.

He was stunned.

There is such a powerful physical skill? !

can directly increase the physical strength of people four times? !

If you can reach the fourth level, it will be comparable to the combat skills

contained in some of the boss-level transcendent genes, right? !

At least, Lu Yuan's current body of black iron cannot increase his defense four

times.

This is too exaggerated.

You know this is just physical exercises! Not genetic warfare!

and many more……

Lu Yuan suddenly thought of the previous black stone man’s fighting posture
with clouds and flowing water~www.mtlnovel.com~ Could it be that the

black stone man’s own power may not be as strong as Lu Yuan’s strength, it
was just that he used the black steel strength, so that’s why. powerful? !

Lu Yuan felt a little scalp numb for a while.

This physique is much more powerful than Jun Ti Quan and Jun Ti Kill Sword.

deserves to be a civilized inheritance physical skill, and it is a physical skill

that only geniuses are qualified to practice.

It is a pity that this Shiman civilization is already cold, so there will be ruins

here.



Lu Yuan read Hei Gangjin's information and found that this physical

technique still has limitations.

That is, if your body is not strong enough, forcibly increasing the amplitude

will backfire.

In this case, the most suitable for this black steel is undoubtedly the guardian

and the storm fighters.

After all, if it is only physical strength, of all the genetic warrior routes, these
two are the most powerful.

The weakest chicken is probably the spiritual system, elemental system and so

on.

If you are a genetic warrior of that type, it may be a little difficult to even

cultivate to the first level, and you may have to be seriously injured if you use

the two levels.

This black steel power may be tailor-made for the guardian system and the

assault system.

Lu Yuan smiled.

It’s not that he is boasting. He thinks that he is a very strong type in the same

level.

And it will only be stronger in the future.

After all, his dark iron body can continue to evolve.

If he can cultivate this black steel strength to the fourth level, even if he has an
extra boss-level genetic warfare skill!

Although there is no improvement effect brought by extraordinary gene
burning, it can be regarded as precious.

After all, is the combat skill of the white prostitute, and it is so powerful, who
doesn't like it?
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